
Exterro Visualization allows users to graphically analyze both file and email data in seconds
by including graphical timeline construction, social analyzers, cluster graphs, pie charts and more.

Visualization

Exterro Visualization is another market 
innovation brought to you by the leader in 
forensic technology, Exterro.
Available with FTK® out of the box, Visualization allows you 
to automatically construct timelines and graphically illustrate 
relationships among parties of interest in a case. It’s yet another 
powerful way for you to improve your efficiency and accuracy, 
while enriching your reporting capabilities.

 

Email Visualization
• Adjust scale and focus of communication periods in days, 

weeks, months, years and decades.

• Quickly determine and convey peak communication periods in 
a graphical format.

• The Social Analyzer allows you to view email communications 
at the domain level and drill down to the custodian level to see 
communications among specific individuals, while maintaining 
domain relations.

• Cull data based on domain and emails of interest.

• Graphically represent the social network of an email custodian 
to determine strength/frequency of communication.

• Include screenshots of your visual analysis in your case reports 
to present your evidence in a way that is easy for non-technical 
parties to comprehend.
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No longer are investigators, forensic analysts and researchers 
forced to rely on third-party tools like Analyst’s Notebook®, 
Microsoft® Excel® or difficult-to-learn open-source software to 
visualize relationships between data elements.

FTK® can now provide a vivid and intuitive 
view into case facts, enabling rapid 
decision making and reducing time to 
resolution.

File Visualization
• Adjust scale and focus of created, modified and last-accessed 

file dates to quickly identify gaps or areas of interest.

• Immediately provide a complete picture of the data profile 
and makeup.

• Understand the file volume and counts through an 
interactive interface.

• Sort and group files by a variety of metadata attributes.

• Efficiently identify bookmarked files in FTK.

• Change the graphical theme to match the context of reports 
and case files.

• Create a treemap of the underlying directory structure of the 
target machine for an understanding of relative file size and 
location.
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